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Mission control of the MARIUS autonomous underwater vehicle:
system design, implementation and sea trials

P. OLIVEIRAt. A PASCOAL t, V. SILVA t and C SILVESTREt

This paper describes the design and implementation ofa mission control system for the
MARlUS autonomous underwater vehicle (A UV). The framework adoptedfor system
design builds on the key concept of vehicle primitive, which is a parametrized specifica
tion of an elementary operation performed by the vehicle. Vehicle primitives are
obtained by coordinating the execution of a number of concurrent system tasks,
which are parametrized specifications of classes of algorithms or procedures that im
plement basic functionalities in an underwater robotic system. Vehicle primitives are in
turn logically and temporally chained to form more abstract mission procedures. which
are executed as determined by mission programs, in reaction to external events. System
task design is carried out using well-established tools from continuous- or discrete-time
dynamic system theory, andfinite-state automata to describe their logical (event-based)
interaction with vehicle primitives. The design and analysis of vehicle primitives and
mission procedures build on the theory of Petri nets, which are naturally oriented
towards the modeling and analysis of asynchronous concurrent discrete-event systems.
Vehicle primitives and mission procedures can be developed and implemented on the
vehicle '.I' distributed computer system using the specially designed software program
ming environments CO RAL and ATO L respectively. The first is a set ofsoftware tools
that allows for graphically building a library of vehicle primitives embodied in Petri nets
and running them in real time. The latter provides similar tools for mission procedure
programming but relies on a reactive synchronous programming language as a way to
manage the potential complexity introduced by the occurrence of large Petri net
structures. Whereas the first has been fully implemented, the latter has been specified
but is still under development. Thus, at this stage 0/ development, mission procedures
and mission programs are effectively embodied into higher-level Petri net structures
that control the scheduling 0/ the vehicle primitives that are necessary to execute a
given mission. Tile paper provides a summary 0/ the general methodology adopted for
the design and implementation 0/ mission control systems for underwater robots and
describes its application to the control a/the MARIUS AUV. The paper introduces the
experimental set-up for mission programming, mission execution and mission follow-up
from a support station and describes the sequence ofsteps involved in programming and
running a selected mission with the vehicle at sea.

l. Introduction

Among the challenges that face the designers of under
water vehicle systems, the following is of the utmost
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importance: design a computer based mission control
system that will

• enable an operator to define a vehicle miSSIOn in a
high-level language and translate it into a mission
plan,

• provide adequate tools to convert a mission plan into
a mission program that can be formally verified and
executed in real time and
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1066 P. Oliveira et al.

• endow an operator with the capability to follow the
stale of progress of the mission program as it is exe
cuted and modify it if required.

Meeting these objectives poses a formidable task to
underwater system designers, who strive to develop
vehicles that can be programmed and operated by end
uscrs that are not necessarily familiarized with the most
intricate details of underwater system technology. Iden
tical problems fucc the designers of complex robotic
systems in a number of areas that include advanced
munipulutors, industrial work cells, and autonomous
air and land vehicles. The widespread interest of the
scientific community in the design of mission control
systems for advanced robots is by now patent in a siz
able body of literature that covers a wide spectrum of
research topics focusing on the interplay between event
driven and time-driven dynamical systems. The former
are within the realm of discrete-event system theory
(Cassandras 1993), whereas the latter can be tackled
using well-established theoretical tools from the field
of continuous- and discrete-time dynamical systems
(Franklin et 01. 1990).

1.1. Mission control: previous work and lIell'

requirements

Early references in this vast area include the pioneer
ing work of Fu (1970), Saridis (1979, 1989) and Albus
(1988), who set the ground for the study of learning
control systems, intelligent machine organization and
general urchi teet ures for autonomous underwater
vehicles (A UVs) respectively. For an overview of recent
theoretical and applied work in the field, the reader is
referred to the book by Antsaklis and Passino (1993)
and the workshop edited by Valavanis et al. (1995),
which contain a number of papers on the design of
advanced control systems for unmanned underwater
vehicles, combined underwater vehicle and manipulator
systems, intervention robots and air vehicles.

Spawned from the availability of small embedded pro
cessors and the ever-increasing capabilities of under
water communications and acoustic sensors, there is
now considerable interest in validating the theoretical
approaches to mission control system design with ex
pcriments conducted with prototype vehicles. The
reader will find in the workshop edited by Valavanis et
01. (1995) a large number of papers describing vehicles
operated by a number of universities and research in
stitutes in Europe, Asia and the USA, and on the state
of development of their mission control systems. Repre
sentative vehicles include VORTEX (Institut Francais
de Recherche pour l'Exploitution de la Mer (lFRE
MER), France), Roby (lstituto Autornazione Navale,
Italy), MARIUS (operated by the Instituto Superior

Tecnico (1ST), Portugal, on behalf of the European
Commission), Phoenix (Naval Postgraduate School
(NPS), USA), Odyssey (Massachusetts Institute of
Technology Sea Grant Program, USA), OTTER
(M BA Rl-Stanford, USA), Ocean Explorer (Florida
Atlantic University, USA), MT-88 and TUNNEL
SEA LION (IMTP, Russia) and PTEROA (Japan). A
recent publication (Coste-Maniere et al. 1995) provides
a very lucid presentation of some of the problems en
countered in establishing a common syntax and frame
work for cooperation among the researchers in the field,
and clearly identifies different issues and paradigms that
warrant further investigation in the area of software and
hardware architecture for underwater robotics.

As part of the international effort to develop ad
vanced systems for underwater vehicle mission control,
1ST has developed the first version of a mission control
system for the prototype MARIUS AUV (Ayela et al.
1995). This paper provides a brief summary of the
framework adopted for the design and implementation
of the mission control system proposed, describes its
implementation thus far on the computer network resi
dent on board the A UV and reports the results of a
series of tests conducted with the vehicle at sea in
Sines, Portugal. The research and development work
undertaken by 1ST was driven by the need to develop
efficient mission programming and execution tools that
would

• allow for the modeling of discrete-event systems
where the transitions between events are enabled ac
cording to arbitrary rules,

• simplify the task of decomposing or modularizing
potentially complex systems,

• allow for the use of formally established logical ver
ification methods,

• lend themselves to real-time implementation without
resorting to software packages requiring high compu
tational power,

• simplify the steps that are necessary to go from con
cept to practice, effectively providing all the software
tools to automatically generated target eode to be run
on the vehicle computer network and

• provide simple graphic interfaces for mission pro
gramming, debugging and mission follow-up during
sea trials.

The first three issues were tackled by adopting the
formalism of Petri net theory. The remaining issues
were instrumental in determining the specification and
development of two new software applications named
ATOL and CORAL.

Because of space limitations, the presentation pur
posely avoids focusing on the theoretical foundations
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Mission control of the MAR/US AUV 1067

of mission control system design and analysis, which
have been pursued by Silva et al, (1995) and Silva
(1996). The reader will find in the paper by Oliveira et
al. (1996) an abridged version of the work of Silva et al.
(1995) and Silva (1996), which has been influenced by
the solid body of research carried out by Institut
National de Recherche en Informatique et en Automa
tique (INRIA)-IFREMER in France, with applications
to the VORTEX vehicle, and at NPS in the USA with
applications to the Phoenix vehicle (see Lee and
McGhee (1994) and references therein).

1.2. Mission control: a Petri net-based approach

The methodology adopted for the design of a mission
control system for the MARIUS AUV builds on the key
concept of vehicle primitive, which is a parametrized
specification of an elementary operation performed by
an underwater vehicle (e.g. keeping a constant vehicle
speed, maintaining a desired heading, holding a fixed
altitude over the seabed, or taking video images of the
seabed at pre-assigned time intervals). Vehicle primitives
arc obtained by coordinating the execution of a number
of concurrent (vehicle) system tasks, which are parame
trized specifications of classes of algorithms or proce
dures that implement basic funetionalities in an
underwater robotic system (e.g, the vehicle primitive in
charge of maintaining a desired heading will require the
concerted action of system tasks devoted to motion
sensor data acquisition, navigation and vehicle control
algorithm implementation, and actuator control). Ve
hicle primitives can in turn be logically and temporally
chained to form mission procedures, aimed at specifying
parametrized robot actions at desired abstraction levels.
For example, it is possible to recruit the concerted op
eration of a set of vehicle primitives to obtain a para
metrized mission procedure that will instruct the vehicle
to follow a horizontal path at a constant speed, depth
and heading, for a req uested period of time. Mission
procedures allow for modular mission program genera
tion and simplify the task of defining new mission plans
by modifying or expanding existing ones.

Using the methodology adopted, system task design is
carried out using well-established tools from continu
ous- or discrete-time dynamic system theory, and
finite-state automata to describe their logical interaction
with vehicle primitives. The design and analysis of ve
hicle primitives and mission procedures build on the
theory of Petri nets, which are naturally oriented to
wards the modeling and analysis of asynchronous dis
crete-event systems with concurrency. This approach
leads naturally to a unifying framework for the analysis
of the logical behavior of the discrete-event systems that
occur at all levels of the mission control system. Vehicle
primitives and mission procedures can be developed and

implemented using special software programming envir
onments named CORAL and ATOL respectively. The
first is a set of software tools that allows for graphically
building a library of vehicle primitives embodied in Petri
nets and running them in real time. The latter provides
similar tools for mission procedure programming but
relies on a reactive synchronous programming language
as a way to manage the potential complexity introduced
by the occurrence of large Petri net structures. Whereas
the first has been fully implemented, the latter has been
specified but is still under development.

At the core of the mission control system implem
entation is the specially developed CORAL software
programming environment, which consists of two fun
damental modules: the vehicle primitives library editor
and generator, and the CORA L engine, The main goal
of the library editor and generator is to embody each
vehicle primitive into a Petri net description, and to
assemble a set of translated vehicle primitives into a
vehicle primitive library. The definition of each primitive
can be input either graphically through a CORAL
graphic input interface, or directly using the CORAL
language. A CORAL compiler-linker is in charge of
processing the vehicle primitives inputs and of assem
bling the corresponding output data in the vehicle prim
itives library. As an intermediate step, the CORA L
graphic input interface produces a CORAL graphics
library for later use during real-time operation. Cur
rently, the vehicle primitives library editor and generator
can be run on a PC/DOS or a Unix Workstation.
During real-time operation, each vehicle primitive is
executed by the CORAL engine, which sends commands
to and receives responses from the vehicle system tasks.
Both the CORAL engine and the software that imple
ments the system tasks run on the GESPAC OS-9 based
target computer network of MARl US. It is important
to remark that the CORAL engine remains fixed, and
that the implementation of a new vehicle primitive
simply requires that a new data set produced by the
CORAL compiler be added to the vehicle primitives
library. This fact is important, as it simplifies the pro
gramming of new vehicle primitives and makes the task
of loading and unloading existing ones trivial.

The CORAL software environment was initially de
veloped to implement vehicle primitives only. However,
it was realized early on that CORAL could be used to
implement a first kernel of a complete mission control
system for the AUV, while the ATOL software pro
gramming environment was being implemented. This
was in fact done in the course of the MARIUS AUV
project (Ayela et al. 1995), leading to a methodology
whereby mission procedures and mission programs are
effectively embodied into higher-level Petri net descrip
tions that control the scheduling of vehicle primitives
concurring with the execution of a particular mission.
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Mission control of the M A RIUS A UV 1069

and maneuverability, robustness against vehicle param
eter variations, low sensitivity with respect to external
disturbances, error recovery capabilities, and the possi
bility to program and follow the execution of vehicle
missions using user-friendly interfaces. These considera
tions led to the basic vehicle system organization that is
explained in the following.

2.2. Vehicle system organization

The following basic MARl US AUV systems and their
interconnections can be identified in figure 2.

2.2.1. Vehicle support system. The vehicle support sys
tem controls the distribution of energy to the electrical
and electromechanical hardware installed on board the
vehicle and monitors its energy consumption. This sys
tem is also in charge of detecting basic hardware fail
ures and triggering appropriate emergency reflexive
maneuvers whenever required (e.g. upon detection of a
leak in a pressure container, it forces the vehicle to
surface by inflating a lift bag).

2.2.2. Actuator control system. The actuator control
system is responsible for controlling the speed of rota
tion or the propellers and the deflections of the ailer
ons, rudders and elevator. Actuator set points are
provided by the vehicle guidance and control system.

Actuator data are fed back to the mission control sys
tem for vehicle status assessment.

2.2.3. Navigation system. The navigation system pro
vides estimates of the linear position and velocity of
the vehicle, as well as its orientation and angular vel
ocity. This system merges information provided by the
positioning system (a long-baseline unit with a net
work of transponders) and a motion sensor integration
system. The motion sensor package includes the fol
lowing units:

• three rate gyros, two pendulums and one fluxgate
(Watson Attitude and Heading Reference Unit
AHRS-C303);

• one flowmeter TSA-06-C-A (EG&G Flow Tech.);

• one depth cell DC 10R-C (Transinstruments);

• two echosounders ST200 (Tritech);

• one Doppler log TSM 5740 with four beams in a
Janus configuration, operating at 300 kHz (Thorn
son-ASM).

The outputs of the navigation system are input to the
vehicle guidance and control system and sent to the mis
sion control system for vehicle performance assessment.

2.2.4. Vehicle guidance and control system. The vehicle
guidance and control system accepts as inputs refer
ence trajectories issued by the mission control system,

Data Logging System Communication System Navigation System

Multimodulation
nata Logging Acoustic Modrm Positioning System
MafIQg~m~nJ

RS2J2 Radio UnA:
LongBa.fdiM

~
, Unit

I ~ ~

Environmental Inspection
Motion Sensor

Mission Control System Integration System
System

(Dala Acquisitlon)
ROlf! gyros. P~ndulwns.

(Milsiolluecution) Fluxgate, Flowmeter. D~pth

Environm~ntaJ Sensors Cell. Doppltr Sonar,
video Camera Echosounders

support system data t ~ I reference trajectorydata
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Figure 2. Vchicle system organization.
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1070 P. Oliveira et a!.

and navigational data provided by the navigation
system. It outputs commands to the actuator control
system (set points for the speed of rotation of the pro
pellers and deflection of the surfaces), so that the
vehicle will achieve precise trajectory tracking in the
presence of shifting sea currents and vehicle parameter
uncertainty. In applications where precise trajectory
tracking is not required, the guidance module is not
activated. In that case, the vehicle control module is
responsible for achieving accurate tracking of set
points that include the vehicle's desired speed, depth
and heading.

2.2.5. Communication system. The communication sys
tem controls a bidirectional link that is used by the op
erator to issue mission directives to the mission control
system, and by the vehicle to relay back information
regarding its internal state and/or the state of progres
sion of the mission. Two distinct modes of operation
arc possible: via an RS232 radio link, when the vehicle
is at the surface or submerged, and pulling a small
buoy with an antenna; via an acoustic modem, other
wise. The bidirectional acoustic link of MARIUS en
ables real-time communications with a support ship in
shallow water, up to a distance of 3 km, at a frequency
of 12 KHz. At the heart of the link is a digital multi
modulation acoustic transmission system whose modu
lation schemes and baud rates can be remotely
reconfigured during operation. Achievable baud rates
vary from 20 bit S-I using Chirp modulation, up to
2400 bit S-I using PSK (Ayela et al. 1995). For opera
tion in shallow waters, the main difficulty facing this
system is to achieve communications at distances
exceeding 3 km in the face of multipath propagation,
rapidly changing channel characteristics and Doppler
shift.

2.2.6. Ellvironmen tal inspection system. The environ
mental inspection system collects data from a suite of
environmental sensors that measure conductivity, tem
perature, pressure, turbidity, fluorescence, oxygen and
pH. A video camera is included to provide close-up
images of the seabed. Data acquisition is controlled by
the mission control system.

2.2.7. Duta logging system. The data logging system
acquires and stores internal vehicle data. The data ac
quired can be used for on-line status assessment, data
consistency analysis and post-mission processing.

2.2.8. Mission control system. Based on a mission pro
gram obtained from a set of mission specifications, the
mission control system sequences and synchronizes the
execution of the basic vehicle system tasks that concur

to the execution of that miSSIOn and provides inbuilt
recovery to vehicle and mission level faults.

2.3. Vehicle computers

To implement the above systems, the MARl US
vehicle is equipped with an open distributed hard
ware-software architecture that simplifies the task of
incrementally adding sensor and actuator interfaces, as
well as processing power.

Currently, the vehicle computer network includes two
MC68020 + FPU (microprocessor and mathematical co
processor) based computers, together with a more ad
vanced MC68030 + FPU computer. The first two units
are dedicated to navigation, guidance, control and ve
hicle support management tasks. The third unit is dedi
cated to implementing the mission control system. All
the computers run the OS/9 operating system, which
allows for real-time multitasking operation, process
and memory management, and interprocess communi
cation facilities that include shared memory and events.
The computer system chosen is built around the proven
Motorola MC680XO family of general processors
boards, supported on the GESPAC G96 bus. The
vehicle's local area network (LAN) has been designed
to allow easy upgrading from the current RS232
19.2 kbaud point to point communication network to
an industrial standard BIT BUS, and to an Ethernet
network at a later stage.

3. Mission control of underwater robotic systems: a
general framework for system design and
implementation

This section describes briefly a general framework for
the design and implementation of mission control sys
tems for underwater robotic systems that is well rooted
in the area of discrete event system theory (Cassandras
1993). See also Silva et al. (1995) and Silva (1996) for
complete details and Oliveira et al. (1996) for an
abridged version. The framework described arose in
the course of designing a mission control system for
the MARJUS AUV, as the need for a solid foundation
to system design became a matter of great concern. The
work described was strongly influenced by and builds
upon the results obtained by a number of researchers
in the field. The reader will therefore find that the no
menclature and the structure for mission control
proposed will at times reflect the inspiring influence of
the excellent body of work conducted at INRIA, France
(Simon et al. 1993, Espiau et al. 1995) and at the NPS,
USA (Healey et al. 1996).

The presentation of the mission control system struc
ture is motivated with simple examples and leads to an
organizational diagram that captures the interaction
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Mission control of the MAR/US A UV 1071

among such entities as system tasks, vehicle primitives
and mission procedures, which are defined in the follow
ing. Vehicle primitives and mission procedures can be
designed and implemented using two programming en
vironments named CORAL and ATOL, which provide
the mechanisms for mission execution that rely on suc
cessive transitions among system states, driven by asyn
chronous events. The design and analysis of both
entities build on the theory of Petri nets, which are
naturally oriented towards the modeling and analysis
of asynchronous discrete event systems with eoncur
rency (Murata 1989). Petri nets were first conceived to
study formally the mechanisms of communications be
tween asynchronous components of a computer system.
Since then, they have found widespread use in the design
and analysis of real-world systems in the areas of man
ufacturing, networking and software engineering, as well
as in robotic applications (see for example Peterson
(1981), Saridis (1989), Freedman (1991) and Cassandras
(1993».

In practice, Petri nets exhibit both advantages and
disadvantages over state automata for the modeling of
discrete event systems. As discussed by Cassandras
(1993), the most suitable approach to system modeling
will very much depend on the specific application. How
ever, Petri nets do exhibit very interesting properties that
make them specially attractive for a structured approach
to system modeling. The following three properties are
specially relevant (see Cassandras (1993) for an in-depth
discussion).

• Petri nets allow for the modeling of discrete event
systems where the transitions between events are en
abled according to arbitrarily complex rules; further
more, they are naturally oriented towards the analysis
of asynchronous discrete-event systems with concur
rency.

• Petri nets are a convenient tool to decompose or mod
ularize potentially complex systems. In fact, combin
ing multiple systems can be often reduced to a simple
operation whereby a set of original nets is kept unal
tered, and only a few places or transitions are added
to represent the coupling effects among the original
systems. This is in striking contrast with state auto
mata, where the combination of multiple systems
often increases the complexity of the global state
model. Using Petri nets, the individual system com
ponents can be easily identified and the level of their
interactions displayed clearly, thus simplifying the
task of incremental modeling.

• Petri net theory provides well-developed analysis
methods, such as invariants and reachability trees,
which can lead to useful tools for the detection of
potential anomalies in the behavior of discrete event
systems.

In what follows, it is assumed that the reader is famil
iar with the necessary background material on Petri net
theory, as applied to the study of discrete-event systems.
See for example Cassandras (1993) and Murata (1989)
for excellent introductions to the subject and Oliveira et
al. (1996) for a short summary of the most important
concepts.

3.1. System tasks

The concept of a system task arises naturally out of
the need to organize into distinct, easily identifiable
classes the algorithms and procedures that are the fun
damental building blocks of a complex underwater ro
botic system. For example, in the case of an AUV, it is
convenient to group the set of all navigation algorithms
that process motion sensor data into a navigation task
that will be responsible for determining the attitude and
position of the vehicle, and their respective rates. A
different task will be responsible for implementing the
procedures for multirate motion sensor data acquisition.
In practice, the number and type of classes adopted is
dictated by the characteristics of the robotic system
under development, and by the organization of its
basic Iunctionalities, as judged appropriate by the ro
botic system designer. These considerations lead natur
ally to the following definition.

A vehicle system task (or. simply. a system task) is a
parametrized specification ofa class ofalgorithms or pro
cedures that implement a basic functionality in an under
water robotic system.

The implementation of a system task requires the
interplay of two modules: firstly a functional module
that contains selected algorithms and procedures and
exchanges data with other system tasks and physical
devices, and secondly a logical command module, em
bodied in a finite-state automaton, that receives external
commands, produces output messages and controls the
selection of algorithms, procedures and data paths to
and from the functional module.

In the case of the navigation task mentioned above,
the functional module may contain a set of algorithms
that are selected according to the type of motion data
available, and the type of precision required. Data are
received from a specific task devoted to motion sensor
data acquisition, and output to the task that implements
the guidance and control algorithms.

The design of the functional module is carried out
using well-known tools from such diverse fields as navi
gation, guidance and control, instrumentation and
measurements, communication theory and computer
science. The design of the command module amounts
to specifying a finite-state automaton (Cassandras
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1072 P. Oliveira et al.

1993) that deals with the logical aspects of the system
task.

3.2. Vehicle primitives

The concept of vehicle primitive plays a central role in
the general framework for mission control system design
described in this paper. A vehicle primitive corresponds
to an atomic, clearly identifiable mode of operation of
an underwater robotic system and constitutes the basic
building block for the organization of complex robot
missions. A vehicle primitive will require, for its imple
mentation, the coordinated execution of a number of
concurrent system tasks.

As an illustrating example, consider the case of an
AUV mission that consists of a seabed survey along a
single track. The mission described can be broken down
into a number of vehicle primitives which include,
among others, those in charge of keeping a constant
vehicle speed, maintaining a desired heading, holding a
fixed altitude over the seabed and taking video images of
the seabed at pre-assigned time intervals. In particular,
the vehicle primitive for speed keeping will coordinate
the execution of the vehicle system tasks that are respon
sible for measuring the vehicle's speed, running a local
speed control loop, controlling the thrust delivered by
the propellers and providing the required mechanical,
hardware and software resources. The above set of con
siderations motivate the following definition.

A vehicle primitive is a parametrized specification of an
elementary operation mode of an underwater robotic sys
tetn. A vehicle primitive corresponds to the logical activa
tion and synchronization ala number ofsystem tasks that
lead to a structurally and logically invariant behavior of
11/1 underwater robot.

Associated with each vehicle primitive, there are sets
of pre-conditions and resource allocation requirements
that must be met in order for the primitive to be acti
vated, as well as a set of vehicle primitive errors. During
operation, a vehicle primitive will generate messages
that will trigger the execution of a number of system
tasks. The conditions that determine the occurrence of
those events are dictated by the logical structure of the
vehicle primitive itself, and by the types of message re
ceived from the underlying vehicle system tasks. The
normal or abnormal termination of a vehicle primitive
will generate a well-defined set of post-conditions that are
input to other vehicle primitives and will release the
resources that were appropriated during its execution.

By exploring the use of Petri nets for the modeling of
discrete-event systems (Cassandras 1993), it is possible
to show that a vehicle primitive can be embodied in a
Petri net structure defined by the quintuple (P v p , TvI',
Avl', H'VI', XVi',,), where PVI" TvI' and Av p denote sets of

places, transitions and arcs respectively, ll'vp is a weight
function and XVI'" is the initial Petri net marking. The
set of places PVI' can further be decomposed as
PVI' = Pl're U Pres U Perr U Ploe U Ppos, where Ppre , Pres'
Perr, Pposo and Ploc denote the subset of places that
hold information related to the pre-conditions, resource
allocation, errors, post-conditions and the remaining
state of the Petri net respectively.

In the structure described by Oliveira et al. (1996), the
firing of a generic transition in the Petri net will start the
execution of a system task, which is called through a
header with the structure

STname(Dmode, Dinst , Pm)

where S'Tname is the system task name, Dmode is a
string of input data that specifies the particular algo
rithm or procedure to be executed, and Dins, is a set
of numerical data that are input to the algorithms or
procedures. In the case of the task that implements the
vehicle control system, Dmode may select a particular
algorithm for depth control, in whieh case Din.; will
contain the reference for depth in meters. The last call
ing parameter plays a key role in merging system tasks
with vehicle primitives, by indicating a finite number of
places in the Petri net that must be marked according to
the type of output messages issued by the system task
automaton.

Based on the framework introduced, a vehicle prim
itive programming environment named CORAL has
been developed. The left-hand side of figure 3 depicts
the organization of the CORAL software tools that
are available to edit and generate a library of vehicle
primitives which implement the complete set of atomic
actions required for a specific underwater robotic
system. Each vehicle primitive, embodied in its equiva
lent Petri net, can be input either graphically via a
CORAL graphic input interface, or via a textual de
scription using the declarative, synchronous language
CORAL. A CORAL compiler-linker implemented
through an LR I parser (Aho 1985) is in charge of ac
cepting the vehicle primitive textual descriptions and
producing a vehicle primitive library that is an archive
containing the syntax and semantic descriptions of all
vehicle primitives, as well as the data sets required for
their execution.

In order to run the vehicle primitives described before,
a CORAL engine has been developed that accepts ve
hicle primitive descriptions and executes them in real
time (Silva et al. 1995).

3.3. Mission procedures and mission programs

Given a mission to be performed by an underwater
robotic system, the generation of the corresponding mis
sion plan requires the availability of a set of entities
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Figure 3. Mission control system organization.

aimed at specifying robot actions at a number of abstrac
tion levels. Those entities, henceforth referred to as mis
sion procedures, allow for modular mission program
generation, and simplify the task of defining new mis
sion plans by modifying or expanding existing ones.

As a motivating example, consider the case of a
simple mission scenario where an underwater vehicle is
required to perform a survey operation at constant
speed and depth, along a square-shaped path with a
given length. Clearly, the mission described can be per
formed by executing four times an action whereby the
vehicle is asked to follow an horizontal path at constant
speed, depth, and heading, during a pre-specified period
of time. With this mission structure, the setpoint for
heading changes 90° each time that the action is exe
cuted. The mission procedure that specifies the above
robot action should allow for the parametrization of
speed, depth, heading and action time, and for a clear
definition of the mechanisms that coordinate the vehicle
primitives required for its execution.

The above introduction motivates the following defi
nition.

A mission procedure is a parametrized specification of an
action of an underwater robotic system. A mission pro
cedure corresponds to the logical and temporal chaining of
vehicle primitives-and possibly other mission pro
cedures-that concur to the execution of the specified
action.

According to the definition, the execution of a robot
mission entails the execution of a number of well-defined
actions specified by mission procedures, which in turn

synchronize the operation of vehicle primitives. In prac
tice, the activation of mission procedures and vehicle
primitives will be triggered by conditions imposed by
the mission plan structure, and by messages received
from the underlying vehicle primitives during the
course of the mission.

Clearly, mission programs can in principle be em
bodied into higher-level Petri nets that implement the
necessary mission procedure structures. This has in
fact been done in the case of the MARIUS vehicle, as
explained in section 4.3. Using that approach, the
CORAL software environment can be used to program
missions graphically, and to execute them using the
CORAL engine. To do that, a mechanism similar to
that used to link vehicle primitives and system tasks
was developed. The firing of a transition at the mission
procedure level will start the execution of a vehicle
primitive, which is called through a header with the
structure

VPname(Dinvp , Pml,

where VPname is the vehicle primitive name, and Dinvp

is a set of numerical data that are input to the vehicle
primitive. The last calling parameter plays a key role in
binding mission procedures and vehicle primitives, by
indicating an ordered set Pm = (Pt ,Pl,'" ,Pnl of places
in the Petri net for the mission procedure that must be
put in correspondence with an ordered set of n places in
the vehicle primitive Petri net. The latter set is well
defined, as it is explicitly listed in the matching header
that is part of the vehicle primitive description; see the
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1074 P. Oliveira et al.

example 111 section 4. T!1e binding described becomes
effective from the lime the vehicle primitive is called
11/1/ i! a lIell' call is executed.

A header with the same structure and leading to the
same type or binding can be used to call mission pro
cedures (rom a general mission program. The header is
simply written as

where /11 PI/wile is the mission procedure name, and
IJillmp is a set or numerical data that arc input to the
mission procedure. The meaning or the last calling
parameter is similar to that used in the calling or a ve
hicle primitive.

The analysis or even a simple mission plan that is
programmed using the methodology described will con
vince the reader that the complexity or the resulting
Petri net structure can become unwieldy. See section 4
for a detailed example. Furthermore, the approach de
scribed docs not lend itself to capturing situations where
the mission plan includes logical as well as procedural
statements (e.g. do loops for the repeated execution or
mission procedures and vehicle primitives, etc.). These
considerations motivated the need to define and develop
a specific environment for mission program-mission
procedure design and implementation, named ATOL,
which relics on a reactive synchronous program
ming language as a way to manage the potential com
plexity introduced by occurrence or large Petri net struc
tures.

The frumcwork (or mission control system design and
implemcntation proposed in this paper leads naturally
to the general structure or figure 3 (right-hand side),
which captures the interaction between system tasks,
vehicle primitives, and mission program-mission pro
cedures, at both programming and run time. In the
figure, the human-machine interrace provides the user
with a text editor, and an on-line checking mechanism
for the syntax and semantics or ATOL statements.

From an execution point or view, the ATOL executor
(running an ATOL mission program) issues commands
to the CORA L loader, which transfers selected vehicle
primitive descriptions from the vehicle primitive library
to the CORA L engine. The engine runs the primitives
selected by interacting with the system tasks and issues
messages tluu condition the execution or the ATOL
mission program. During mission execution, and
should a proper communication channel between the
vehicle and a central command station be available,
the status or any vehicle primitive can be displayed on
a vehicle primitive assessment module that allows visua
lizing the flow or markings in the corresponding Petri
nets.

4. Mission control of the MARIUS autonomous
underwater vehicle: mission programming

This section aims at bridging the gap between the theo
retical framework or section 3 and the practical aspects
or mission control, by describing the basic system tasks
and vehicle primitives implemented for MARl US and
explaining how a mission can be programmed using the
CORAL software environment. The mission described
is simple, and yet it captures the key steps involved in
mission programming using a graphical editor. The
same mission will be revisited in section 5, when report
ing the results or the tests at sea. It is important to point
out that the mission described can be programmed in a
much more elegant and efficient manner using the
ATOL software environment (Silva et al. 1995).
However, that will not be done here because or space
limitations.

4.1. System tasks

The system tasks or MARIUS and their data inter
connection structure are depicted in figure 4, which
should be compared with figure 2. The following
system tasks can be identified:

• vehicle support task (VST);

• actuator Call Ira! task (A CT);

• vehicle navigation task (VNT);

• motion sensor task (/11ST);

• guidance and control task (GCT);

• vehicle communication task (VCT);

• space and lime task (STT);

• vehicle log task (VLT).

As expected, many or the system tasks can be put in
close correspondence with the blocks that appear in the
vehicle system organization or figure 2, as they specify
classes or algorithms and procedures that implement
basic vehicle system runctionalities. For that reason,
their formal definitions will not be given here, as they

Figure 4. Vehicle system tasks: data communication paths. For
meanings of ahbreviations, see text.
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Mission control of the M ARIUS A UV 1075

will become clear from the context. However, the fol
lowing system tasks deserve special consideration.

The MST manages the operation of all motion sen
sing instrumentation packages installed on board the
vehicle. This task reads data from selected sensor
suites and routes it to the VNT and to the vehicle oper
ator through the VCT.

The STT is used to provide space and time mission
control program synchronization. It relies on the avail
ability of navigational data provided by the VNT, and
on the vehicle operating system real time resources.

The VLT manages the logging of relevant data inside
the vehicle. This task receives data packets from the
other vehicle tasks and stores them for post-mission
analysis.

As explained in section 3, each of the above-men
tioned system tasks can be called using a calling
header of the type S'Tnamei Dmode, Din", Pm)' In the
case of the GCT, for example, the header is of the form

GCT( YA W_A UTO, IjJ,Pyaw-au,o),

where YA W_A UTO selects a particular mode of opera
tion that implements an automatic control loop for yaw,
and 'I/J is the yaw set point. The symbol Pyaw-auto denotes
a place in the calling Petri net that will be marked when
a specific message issued by the system task's automaton
acknowledges that the mode of operation requested has
been entered. For brevity, the headers for the other
system tasks are not described here. However, their
meaning will be clear in the examples that follow (see
also Oliveira et al. (1996)).

The task structure of figure 4 is supported by the
MA RI US's distributed computer architecture described
in section 2.3. The connections shown were implemented
using a message passing mechanism with asynchronous
writing, synchronous reading type protocols. Each
system task is in close correspondence with two OS9
operating system processes, which implement the
finite-state automaton of the task command module
and the task algorithms and procedures respectively.
The two processes communicate with each other using
the shared memory process communication mechanism.

4.2. Vehicle primitives

A selected set of vehicle pnnutives included in the
mission control system of MARIUS is described in the
following. For brevity, only the vehicle primitive in
charge of implementing the control loop for yaw is ex
plained in detail, at the end of the section.

Illit(PEnd,PAbort). This primitive is in charge of initi
alizing all vehicle system tasks. The execution of an
IlIit(·,·) command drives the state of every system task
automaton to STANDBY and switches the operation
mode of the vehicle to manual. At that point, an oper-

ator can command directly the vehicle thrusters and
control surfaces and examine sensor and actuator data
transmitted via a radio link and displayed on a com
mand console. An Illite·) command will also make
available to other vehicle primitives a number of vehicle
resources that include the rudders, elevator, ailerons and
thrusters. This is done by marking a set of global places
that can be shared by the Petri nets embodying those
vehicle primitives (see Oliveira et al. (1996) for the defini
tion of global places in CORAL). The symbols PEnd and
PAbon denote places that hold information related to the
successful conclusion of the primitive execution. and to
the occurrence of an ABORT condition in any of the
system tasks respectively.

KeepSpeed(v,PExit,PEnd)' The Keep Speed primitive is
responsible for keeping the forward speed of the vehicle
at a desired set point. To implement the required speed
control loop, this vehicle primitive coordinates the ex
ecution of the system tasks that are in charge of motion
sensor data acquisition (MST), navigation (VNT), dy
namic control (GCT) and actuator control (ACT). The
primitive requests the two back thrusters as resources
required for its execution and releases them after com
pletion for possible use by other vehicle primitives. The
calling parameters v, PE,i' and PEnd consist of the set
point for speed, a Petri net place that must be marked
to exit the primitive execution, and a place that is
marked at the end of the primitive execution, respec
tively.

KeepDepth(z,PExit,PEnd)' The Keep Depth primitive is
responsible for driving the depth coordinate of the ve
hicle to a desired set point. This primitive calls the same
system tasks as the KeepSpeed primitive. The resources
required are the elevator and the ailerons. The calling
parameters z, PExi' and PEnd consist of the set point for
depth, a place that is marked to exit the primitive execu
tion, and a Petri net place that will be marked at the end
of the primitive execution respectively.

KeepHeadillg(4J,PE,it,PEnd)' The KeepHeading prim
itive is responsible for driving the heading of the vehicle
to a desired set point. Its structure, which is similar to
that of the KeepSpeed and KeepDepth primitives, will be
explained in detail later in the text.

COlllrolDalaLog(PE,i"PEnd)' The ControlDalaLog
primitive is in charge of logging the vehicle's feedback
control loop data. The system tasks involved in this
vehicle primitive are those responsible for motion
sensor data acquisition (MST), navigation (VNT), dy
namic control (GCT), actuator control (ACT) and gen
eral data logging (VLT). The calling parameters consist
of a Petri net place PExit that must be marked to stop the
primitive execution, and a place PEnd that is marked at
the end of the primitive execution.

Reset(PEnd)' The Reset primitive can be called at allY
lime to rcinitialize all vehicle system tasks. Its execution
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1076 P. Oliveira et al.

Figure 5. KeepHeading vehicle primitive PR"dd" and Plni' are
global places.

done by marking the place PRudder (note that two places
with the same label were used. to simplify the drawing).
The place PEnd is marked to signal the end of the vehicle
primitive.

4.3. Mission programming using CORAL

The mission example described here consists of
tracing a square-shaped trajeetory, at constant depth
and speed of 1.35m and 2.0ms- 1 respectively. The
square maneuver is obtained by requesting the vehicle
to change its heading by _900 every 40 s. The initial
heading is 00

•

-r-r-',
, I,

--'-,,,,,,,,,,,

~,,
, 3,,,

-r-r--',,,,,,,,,
, 4,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
~,,,

, 5,,,
-'-

mod KeepHeading( '1'.PEx;t • PEnd)

~Heac1in& PRudder l\nit

drives the state of all system task automata to
STANDBY and switches the operating mode of the ve
hicle to manual. Furthermore, it makes all vehicle re
sources available for later use. The symbol PEnd denotes
a place that is marked at the end of the primitive execu
tion.

The vehicle primitive in charge of controlling the
heading of the vehicle is now described in detail, by
referring to the corresponding Petri net model of
figure 5. In the figure, transitions drawn in black are
associated with commands that are sent to system tasks.

4.2.1. Vehicle primitive KeepHeading: Petri net structure
The calling header

VPname(Din vp , Pm) ,= KeepHeading(1/J,PExi"PEnd)

clearly identifies a numerical set point for heading 1/J, a
Petri net place that must be marked to stop the primitive
execution, and a place PEnd that will hold information
related to the termination of the primitive exeeution.
The only pre-condition for the execution of the vehicle
primitive is the initialization of all system tasks (see the
fnit command). There are no post-conditions, and
the required primitive resource is the rudder. Following
the notation in section 3, P pre = {Plnit}, and Pre' =
{PRmlder}' It is important to stress that Plnit and PRudder

arc global places, which are initially marked by the fnit
vehicle primitive. Five basic phases can be identified in
the Keep Depth vehicle primitive.

During phase I, the pre-condition is checked and the
required resource is requested. In fact, the first transition
is enabled only if the places PRuddcr and Plnit are marked.

Phase 2 configures the vehicle system tasks that are
required to implement the heading controller. The VCT
is asked to disable direct command of the rudder from
the console, and the ACT is enabled to receive the
rudder commands directly from the yaw controller
(AUTO_RUDDER). In parallel, the GCT is requested
to switch on the heading controller (command
YAW_AUTO), and to accept the set point for 1/J given
in the system primitive call. Finally, the MST is called to
output the yaw measurements periodically to the GCT.
Note that in this case there is no need to activate the NT,
as the yaw measurement is directly available from the
motion sensor unit installed on board the vehicle.

In phase 3, the vehicle runs the closed-loop control
system that is in charge of keeping the heading of the
vehicle at the desired set point, until the place PExit is
marked externally.

Phase 4 sets the vehicle heading opera tion mode back
to manual. This is done by issuing a set of commands to
the system tasks activated during phase 2, but in reverse
order.

In the last phase of execution of the primitive, the
resource requested at the beginning is released. This is
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Mission control of the MARIUS AUV

mod HorizPath(t, z; u, '1\ P MPEnd)

Figure 6. Mission procedure
described in CORAL.

1077

The design of the mission program involves a mission
procedure named Horiz Path, whose implementation
using the CORAL programming environment is shown
in figure 6. This mission procedure parametrizes the
action of keeping constant heading 1/;, depth z and
speed 1I of the vehicle, for a period of time I. The
corresponding calling header is M Pname( Dill vp , Pm) .=
Horiz Palh( I, Z, 1I, 1/;, PMPEnd)'

The HorizPath mission procedure starts by setting a
timer to generate a time-out after the required execution
time has elapsed. This is done by issuing directly an STT
command with the required mission procedure duration
time I. To perform the maneuver, three vehicle primi
tives are called in parallel: KeepSpeed with a velocity set
point II, Keep Oepth with a depth set point of z, and
KeepHeading with a heading set point of 1/;. The genera
tion of a timeout terminates the execution of Horiz Rath
by exiting the three vehicle primitives.

The mission program can be explained with the help
of figure 7, which shows four distinct phases.

In phase I, all vehicle system tasks are initialized by
calling the lnit vehicle primitive.

In phase 2, the Horiz I'ath mission procedure is called
for a period 1 = 20s, with a velocity set point of
1I = 2 m S-I, a depth set point of z = 1.35 m, and a head
ing set point of 1/; = 0°. At the end of this phase, the
vehicle is headed north and ready to start the required
square maneuver.

Phase 3 calls the Horiz Path mission procedure repeat
edly, with heading set points of 0°, _90°, -180° and
-270°, while maintaining the remaining input set
points equal to those in phase 2. The required duration Figure 7. Mission program described in CORAL.
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1078 P. Oliveira et al.

of each mission procedure call is t = 40 s. In parallel, the
vehicle primitive ControlOaral.og is called to start log
ging control loop data for later ofT-line analysis.

Finally, in phase 4 the vehicle is placed in manual
mode. The logging of control loop data is stopped,
and the mission ends normally if no errors are reported.
Should an error occur during the mission, the place
PAbol'! will be marked, and a Reset command will be
issued. This will bring the vehicle to the default
manual mode, and the mission is aborted.

5. Mission control of the MARIUS autonomous
underwater vehicle: tests at sea

In order to assess the performance of the mission con
trol system of MA RI US, a series of tests were conducted
at sea in Sines, Portugal, in January 1996. The tests
included programming and running the mission de
scribed in section 4.3. Throughout the mission, the ve
hicle pulled a buoy with an antenna, thus enabling radio
communications between the vehicle and a shore sta
tion. The software for vehicle and mission control was
run on the computer network installed on board the
AUV. The shore station consisted of two IBM PCs
running the MS Windows multi task operating system,
and a vehicle command console. A man-machine inter
face named MUCIS (MARIUS User Command Inter
iucc System) was developed for the tests, to enable
manual remote control when required, and to assess
the internal state of the vehicle and the state of progres
sion of the mission during mission execution (figure 8).
The PC dedicated to mission control follow-up enabled
the display of the mission Petri net network, together
with the respective marking sequences. Figures 9-12 dis-

Figure 9. Commanded and measured heading.

Figure 10. Rudder deflection.

play some of the data acquired in the course of the
mission, which was executed to perfection. Figures 9
and 10 show the commanded and measured heading
and the rudder activity respectively. Figures II and 12
show the slight variations in heading and depth caused
by the wave action in shallow water.

Gmphical
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Figure 8. I\1UCIS-I\1ARIUS user interface unit.
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Mission control of the M A RIUS A UV 1079

named ATOL, which relies on a reactive synchronous
programming language as a way to overcome the limita
tions described. Work is now under way to complete the
development of ATOL. Future work will address the
very important problems of mission state assessment,
and on-line mission modification based on the incor
poration of failure detection mechanisms and feedback
loops at all levels of mission control.
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Figure J I. Measured heading (zoom in).

Figure 12. Commanded and measured depth.

6. Conclusions

The paper introduces a general framework for the de
sign and implementation for mission control systems for
underwater robotic systems and describes its application
to the development of a mission control system for the
MARIUS AUV. The main thrust of the research and
development reported is twofold: firstly introduction of
a new framework for mission control system design and
implementation that builds on the theory of Petri nets,
and secondly development of special software environ
ments that provide the tools that are necessary to go
through all the stages of mission programming, followed
by automatic generation of target code that runs on the
vehicle computer network. The general methodology
adopted for mission control system design and imple
mentation was evaluated during sea trials, in the course
of a mission that was programmed and run using the
CORAL software programming environment. The re
sults obtained show the usefulness and reliability of
the system developed. However, they also show that
further work is necessary to overcome the major limita
tions of the current mission control system, namely the
difficulty in managing the potential complexity intro
duced by the occurrence of large Petri nets, and the
impossibility of programming missions using logical as
well as procedural statements. These issues are currently
bcing studied and have so far led to the complete speci
fication of a new software programming environment
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